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The Nubians have been displaced for over 100 years, yet the government repeatedly den ie s  the i r  l e ga l  
r i gh t s  to  r e s e t t l e  on  the i r  h i s tor i c  homelands  in  Upper  Egypt .  

 
Dozens o f  Nubians  were  arr e s t ed  in 2016 and 2017 for participating in protests against the  conver s ion  o f  

Nubian land in to  mi l i tar ized  zones , as decided by the president and government. 
 

Nubians who have been relocated to government-provided villages su f f e r  f rom poor  l i v ing  cond i t ions  and 
r e sourc e s  and ultimately experience the  g radual  e rasure  o f  the i r  Nubian ident i t i e s . 

 
AN INDIGENOUS PEOPLE WHO HAVE HISTORICALLY BEEN DISPLACED 
Egypt’s Nubians are an indigenous ethnic group who primarily reside in Upper Egypt, near Egypt’s southern 
border with Sudan. The Kingdom of Nubia in present day Upper Egypt coalesced as far back as 800 BCE, 
while the Nubians’ ancestors pre-date 5000 BCE.1 The Kingdom of Nubia had autonomy from Egypt 
through the rule of King Farouk. When Gamal Abdel Nasser overthrew Farouk in 1952, Nubian lands were 
incorporated into the newly-established Egyptian republic.2 Nubians today still speak Nubian languages, 
which are a group of related nilo-saharan languages whose written records precede the 3rd century CE.3 
However, younger generation Nubians also speak Arabic, which at times is the language used in government-
run Nubian schools. Most Nubians are Sunni Muslims. The number of Egyptians with Nubian ancestry is 
estimated to be around three million, less than 4% of the total population.4  
 
Nubians have historically faced discrimination from both state and non-state actors within Egypt. Most 
notably, following their displacement throughout the 20th century, the government repeatedly denied the 
community their legal rights to resettle on their historic homelands in Upper Egypt. Additionally, Nubians, 
along with other black African populations in the country, face racial discrimination based on their skin 
color,5 their distinct culture, and languages.6 The government views the embrace of the Nubian culture as a 
“threat to the unity of the nation.”7  

                                                        
1 The History of Nubia, The Oriental Institute, The University of Chicago, https://oi.uchicago.edu/museum-
exhibits/history-ancient-nubia. 
2 Gehad Qusaiy, For the national good: Casting out Egyptian Nubians, The New Arab, Al Araby, November 17, 2017,  
https://www.alaraby.co.uk/english/comment/2017/11/20/for-the-national-good-casting-out-egyptian-nubians.  
3 Ayah Aman, Egypt's Nubians refuse to allow heritage to fall through cracks of history, Al-Monitor, August 30, 2015,  
https://www.al-monitor.com/pulse/originals/2015/08/egypt-nubian-language-history-heritage-culture-threat.html. 
4 Mahmoud Mourad, For Egypt's Nubians, years of patience wear thin and anger rises, Reuters, November 17, 2015,   
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-egypt-election-nubians/for-egypts-nubians-years-of-patience-wear-thin-and-anger-
rises-idUSKCN0T61HT20151117. 
5 Imogen Lambert and Nada Ramadan, Being black in Egypt, The New Arab, Al Araby, July 23, 2015, 
https://www.alaraby.co.uk/english/features/2015/7/23/being-black-in-egypt.  
6 Aurora Ellis, Egypt's Nubians: We want to reclaim our homeland, Middle East Eye, November 10, 2016,  
http://www.middleeasteye.net/news/egypt-nubians-taking-streets-reclaim-homeland-579422687.  
7 Fatma Eman Sakory, Being Nubian in Egypt, and in the constitution, Mada Masr, December 23, 2013, 
https://www.madamasr.com/en/2013/12/23/opinion/society/being-nubian-in-egypt-and-in-the-constitution/. 
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Nubians were first displaced from their historic lands in Upper Egypt along the Nile when the British built 
the Aswan Dam in 1902. They were displaced yet again in 1912 and 1933 when the dam was raised to 
become the Aswan Low Dam. The last significant wave of Nubian displacement and forced migration was 
from 1963 to 1964 when President Gamal Abdel Nasser constructed the Aswan High Dam and the adjacent 
Lake Nasser and forced at least 50,000 Nubians to leave their villages due to flooding. Those displaced were 
later relocated by the state to villages in the desert north of Aswan and the Nile.8  
 
Every Egyptian regime since 1964 has promised to provide the Nubians relocation compensation for the 
villages destroyed during the building of the High Dam or to facilitate their resettlement on land surrounding 
the lake, neither of which has yet to happen. In the present day, although some Nubians still live in their 
historic villages in Upper Egypt, others have been relocated by the government to established villages in the 
desert or have been pushed to migrate to cities such as Cairo and Alexandria.  

 
 
GOVERNMENTAL DECREES VIOLATE NUBIAN LAND RIGHTS 
Article 236 of the updated 2014 Egyptian Constitution under President Abdel Fattah al-Sisi guarantees 
Nubians the “right to return” to their homelands along the Nile in Upper Egypt.9 For some Nubians, the 
right to return refers to both the right to live and to develop the land around the lake.10 This desire, however, 
remains unrealized. Multiple governmental decrees under the current administration of President Sisi have 
mandated state-confiscation of Nubians’ historic lands for development, tourism, and the military, further 
displacing their population and delaying fulfillment of previous government commitments.  
 
Only eleven months after the 2014 constitution went into effect, Sisi issued decree 444, which converted 16 
of the 44 newly-promised Nubian villages into a militarised zone.11 Additionally, in February 2016, Sisi sold 
6,300 square kilometers of Nubian land to private companies. In November 2016, the state passed yet 
another decree announcing that 138 feddans of land would be confiscated by the local Aswan government to 
be developed as a future tourist road.12  
 
In December 2016, after a series of protests by some Nubians in response to these governmental decrees and 
decisions, Nubian activists agreed to negotiations with the Egyptian government over their land rights.13 
Nevertheless, following the negotiations with state representatives, Nubian human rights lawyers noted that 
their demands to said representatives had neither reached President Sisi nor the Prime Minister, which 
heralded a bleak future for the Nubian right to return.14  
 
The Egyptian regime may be motivated, in their continued dismissal of Nubian requests, by concern over 

                                                        
8 Amira Noshokaty, Egypt Nubia: 50 years of displacement, Ahram Online, November 2, 2013,  http://bit.ly/2GtuQLU.   
9 Qusaiy, supra note 2. 
10 Sakory, supra note 7.  
11 Qusaiy, supra note 2.  
12 6 Nubian activists briefly detained for protesting new presidential decree over land, Mada Masr, January 4, 2017, 
https://www.madamasr.com/en/2017/01/04/news/u/6-nubian-activists-briefly-detained-for-protesting-new-
presidential-decree-over-land/  
13 Nubians pessimistic following meeting with government officials, Mada Masr, December 1, 2016,  
https://www.madamasr.com/en/2016/12/01/news/u/nubians-pessimistic-following-meeting-with-government-
officials/.  
14 Id.  
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calls for self-determination: if Nubians are allowed to repopulate a section of Upper Egypt in large numbers, 
the government may face unrest and calls for an independent Nubian state.15 This hypothetical secession 
would cause instability on Egypt’s southern border, an unwelcome concern amidst the incendiary political 
situation of Egypt’s western border with Libya and northeastern borders with Israel/Gaza.  

 
 
NUBIAN ACTIVISM POLICED AND DISCRIMINATED AGAINST BY THE LAW  
In the wake of the presidential decrees, Nubians led several protests regarding land rights and their right to 
return. Most recently, activists have staged protests near and in Aswan, where they have demanded that 
Egyptian authorities recognize violations of Nubian rights. In response, dozens of Nubians have been 
arrested by police. In November 2016, Egyptian police forces prevented the “Nubian Right of Return 
Caravan,” a group of Nubian activists in cars, from arriving in Toshka, Aswan, where they had planned on 
staging a protest. The police and military blocked the road to Toshka, and members of the caravan were 
forced to set up camp and protest along the road.16  
 
In 2017, amidst protests in Aswan in January and September, Nubian activists were arrested and detained by 
local police. In January, six Nubian activists were arrested and detained by the Aswan Police before the 
protest could reach its apogee. In September 2017, Nubians held a protest against the government’s actions 
which they called the “Day of Nubian Assembly,” but on this occasion, 25 Nubians were arrested.17 In 
October 2017, seven more Nubian human rights defenders were arrested when they protested outside the 
security camp where the 25 were being held. These 32 are being tried on several charges including incitement 
to demonstrate, demonstrating without permission, obtaining leaflets, disrupting public security, obstructing 
traffic, and receiving financing from abroad.18 Though the protesters were eventually released, one Nubian 
activist, Gamal Soror, died in detention. Soror fell into a coma from a hunger strike he had staged in response 
to the way they had been arrested and interrogated without their lawyers, who had not been informed of their 
location.19 Ten more Nubian defenders were arrested in protest of his death, and are being tried separately.20  

 
 
NUBIANS VIEWED AS SECOND CLASS CITIZENS BY STATE AND NON-STATE 
ACTORS 

                                                        
15 Mourad, supra note 4. 
16 Egyptian authorities besiege Nubian protest camp on Aswan-Abu Simbel Road, Mada Masr, November 20, 2016, 
https://www.madamasr.com/en/2016/11/20/news/u/egyptian-authorities-besiege-nubian-protest-camp-on-aswan-
abu-simbel-road/. 
17 Hadeer El-Mahdawy, 24 Nubian activists detained for illegal protest in Egypt's Aswan, Ahram Online, September 5, 2017, 
http://english.ahram.org.eg/NewsContent/1/64/276560/Egypt/Politics-/-Nubian-activists-detained-for-illegal-
protest-in-.aspx.  
18 The Full Story of the Detained in the Dufoof March, Ida’at, October 15, 2017,  https://www.ida2at.com/the-full-story-of-
the-drum-march/.  
19 Nubian activists go on hunger strike in response to Aswan court’s decision to extend detention of 25 protesters, Mada Masr, October 4, 
2017, https://www.madamasr.com/en/2017/10/04/news/u/nubian-activists-go-on-hunger-strike-in-response-to-
aswan-courts-decision-to-extend-detention-of-25-protesters/; Hamza Hendawy, Prominent Nubian activist dies in detention in 
Egypt, Chicago Tribune, November 6, 2017, http://www.chicagotribune.com/sns-bc-ml--egypt-activist-20171105-
story.html; Singing march in Aswan lands 24 Nubian protesters in detention, Mada Masr, September 5, 2017, 
https://www.madamasr.com/en/2017/09/05/news/u/singing-march-in-aswan-lands-24-nubian-protesters-in-
detention. 
20 Egypt: Indigenous Rights Defenders in State Security Court, Frontline Defenders, updated regularly, 
https://www.frontlinedefenders.org/en/egypt-indigenous-rights-defenders-state-security-court.  
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Nubians who have been relocated to government-provided villages suffer from poor living conditions and 
resources and ultimately experience the gradual erasure of their Nubian identities. In one case, Nubians were 
relocated to Sheikh Fadl, a location in the desert with harsh conditions not suitable for farming and unreliable 
sources of clean running water. Public schools in Sheikh Fadl only teach Arabic, with no emphasis on the 
Nubian languages still spoken in the community.21 This has caused younger generations of Nubians to forego 
their historic languages and become increasingly Arabized. 
 
President Nasser’s discourse on Arab Nationalism left no room for Nubians or their cultural practices, as the 
newly-independent state of Egypt coalesced in the post-colonial era, and their displacement for the means of 
raising the High Dam was done for “the good of the nation.”22 Nubian exclusion from mainstream Egyptian 
society persists in the present day, to the chagrin of some, more inclusive, Egyptians. Prominent Nubian 
activist, Fatma Emam Sakory, remarks on how descendants of Nubians who have been displaced, in some 
cases, are taught through adolescence to think of their Nubian identity as contrary to or interfering with their 
Egyptian identity.23 Additionally, Sakory describes how the call for the Nubian right to return is often viewed 
by Egyptian politicians as purely “dogmatic” or an unrealistic fantasy. Sakory, however, argues that the right 
for Nubians to return and to develop on their historic lands is not only a political demand grounded in law, 
but a demand which is also feasible.24  
 
Nubian activist groups try to battle their discrimination by advocating for the application of protections 
guaranteed by the Constitution. Sakory is part of the group “Constitution, Nubians!,”25 which represents 
issues concerning the Nubian people during initiatives with other civil society members, such as the 2014 
Constitution drafting. Some of their efforts have been successful, such as the passage of Article 53 of the 
2014 Constitution, which criminalizes discrimination based on skin color.26 They also worked to introduce 
language in the Constitution which requires the state to consult with local residents of an area planned for 
development. Despite the 2014 gains in the constitution, however, Nubians have yet to return to their land, 
and institutional discrimination has persisted.27  
 

Eshhad is the Arabic imperative for "witness" or 
"testify," which lies at the core of what we do. We 
document sectarianism against religious, cultural, and 
ethnic minorities in the Middle East. 
 
For more information about Eshhad, please visit 
our website eshhad.org. 

 

                                                        
21 Dina Sayedahmed, On the edges: Nubians still live in the shadow of displacement, Mada Masr, October 18, 2016,  
https://www.madamasr.com/en/2016/10/18/feature/society/on-the-edges-nubians-still-live-in-the-shadow-of-
displacement-2/.  
22 Qusaiy, supra note 2. 
23 Sakory, supra note 7. 
24 Id. 
25 Constitution, Nubians! Facebook Group, https://www.facebook.com/nubian.Constitution?fref=ts; Sakory, supra note 7. 
26 Article 53, Egyptian Constitution, 2014, http://www.sis.gov.eg/Newvr/Dustor-en001.pdf.  
27 Military rule failed us, say Nubian youth, Daily News Egypt, January 19, 2012, 
https://dailynewsegypt.com/2012/01/19/military-rule-failed-us-say-nubian-youth/. 


